Judge Amul Thapar of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit and Chief Judge Sri Srinivasan of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit are among 47 Asian Americans serving as active federal judges in 2022, up from 25 in 2016. Photograph of Judge Thapar: Alicia Sachau / Notre Dame Law School.

Thai American survivors of human trafficking at a commemorative event at the Los Angeles United Methodist Museum of Social Justice in 2021, in honor of an exhibit telling the story of their case, the El Monte Thai Garment Slavery Case in California, two and a half decades after they were freed in 1995 with the assistance of several Asian American legal advocacy organizations. Their case led to the passage of the Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act in 2000. Photographer: Curtis McEllhiney / curtisvision.com. © Thai Community Development Center.

Asian American protesters in 2014 in New York. The original image, which we cropped, was taken and posted online by Marcela McGreal at https://flickr.com/photos/122896845@N07/15829179718 [https://web.archive.org/web/20200310144828/https://flickr.com/photos/122896845@N07/15829179718]. It is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic license (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/).

Angela Hsu, Counsel at Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner, and BJay Pak, Partner at Alston & Bird and former U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of Georgia, are among the leaders of the Georgia Asian Pacific American Bar Association who created an AAPI Crime Victims and Education Fund in the wake of a 2021 mass shooting in Atlanta in which six of eight victims were Asian women.

Hong Yen Chang, the first Chinese American licensed to practice law in the United States. New York granted him a law license, but California denied his application in 1890. In 2015, the California Supreme Court voted unanimously to award him the license posthumously in In re Hong Yen Chang, 344 P.3d 288 (Cal. 2015).

Marie Oh Huber, Senior Vice President and Chief Legal Officer of eBay, is among the 45 Asian Americans serving as Fortune 1000 general counsel in 2020, up from 19 in 2009. She is also one of several general counsel supporting the Alliance for Asian American Justice, a nonprofit launched in 2021 to provide pro bono legal services to victims of anti-Asian hate.

Protests in 2017 in Washington, D.C., against an immigration ban.
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Executive Summary

Five years ago, a novel study titled *A Portrait of Asian Americans in the Law* found that “Asian Americans have penetrated virtually every sector of the legal profession, but they are significantly underrepresented in the leadership ranks of law firms, government, and academia.”\(^1\) Its key results were cited in a range of advocacy efforts, including before Congress, state bars, law firms, and leading companies. Since then, the Asian American community has been significantly affected by major events, including a disturbing rise in anti-Asian hate and violence. One in six Asian Americans reported experiencing a hate incident in 2021, up from one in eight in 2020.\(^2\) The past five years have also seen a growing movement to address anti-Black racism as well as myriad challenges posed by a global pandemic.

Against this backdrop, we present *A Portrait of Asian Americans in the Law 2.0: Identity and Action in Challenging Times*. This study again canvasses Asian American attorneys for insights into law school enrollment, career advancement, and political participation. To these ends, we researched the literature on diversity in the legal profession, conducted our own survey of Asian American attorneys (2022 Survey), and led focus groups with Asian American lawyers to gain qualitative insights. Our key findings include the following:

Asian American attorneys indicated greater engagement with social and political issues, along with a desire to change and improve society.

— In contrast to five years ago, 2022 Survey respondents seeking to change practice settings ranked a desire to advance issues or values important to them among their most significant reasons for doing so. This was ranked among the least significant reasons five years ago.

— The second most common motivation for attending law school among 2022 Survey respondents was the desire to change or improve society, with 46% identifying it as one of their top three motivations. This motivation was identified more frequently than in the first Portrait Project survey (2016 Survey), where it was the fourth most common. Societal events since the previous survey may have influenced both recent law school graduates and more senior lawyers to foreground this motivation for attending law school.

---


— Among 2022 Survey respondents, 44% reported having become more involved in Asian American bar associations or other attorney organizations in response to events of the last five years, and 47% reported having become more involved in Asian American community organizations. First-generation immigrants in particular have reported increasing their participation in public protests or other forms of advocacy by or for Asian Americans: 43% of first-generation immigrants have increased their participation, compared to 26% of all other generations of immigrants.

— Almost as many survey respondents increased their participation in public protests or other forms of advocacy for issues important to Black Americans (26%) as for issues important to Asian Americans (27%) in the past five years.

Underrepresentation of Asian Americans in the top ranks of the legal profession persists. But there has been notable progress in the appointment of federal judges and in the ranks of general counsel, and law school enrollment has rebounded somewhat from a 20-year low.

— After Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) enrollment in law school declined during the Great Recession to a 20-year low in 2017, it increased by 14.5% from 2017 to 2021.

— The number of Asian American federal judges has increased over the past five years, comprising 6.0% of active federal judges compared to 3.4% in 2016.

— The proportion of law clerks who are Asian American has changed little over the past quarter century. In 1995, 6.4% of federal clerks and 4.5% of state clerks were Asian American. In 2021, those numbers were 5.8% for federal clerks and 6.3% for state clerks.

— In 2020, Asian Americans entered law firms upon graduating from law school at a higher rate than any other racial group, with 65.0% doing so. They entered government (7.5%), public interest (6.4%), and clerkships (7.2%) at the lowest rate of any racial group.

— Asian Americans continue to be the largest minority group at major law firms, but they continue to experience the highest attrition. They made up 7.8% of attorneys overall in 2019 but 10.4% of attorneys who left their firms that year. And they have the lowest ratio of partners to associates, as they did five years ago. Only 4.3% of equity partners at major firms in 2020 were Asian American; almost 90% were White.
— Only eight out of 2,396 elected prosecutors in the United States identified as Asian American in 2019, and only one Senate-confirmed U.S. Attorney identifies as Asian American.

— In 2020, there were 45 AAPI general counsel of Fortune 1000 companies, up from 19 in 2009.

Greater institutional support would likely reduce barriers to advancement and improve the professional lives of Asian American attorneys.

— As this study found five years ago, Asian Americans who had two or more mentors in law school were more likely to obtain a judicial clerkship. But one-third of 2022 Survey respondents indicated that they had no mentors in law school. Those who are the first in their families to attend law school were especially likely to report being unaware of the importance of mentorship to their careers.

— The obstacles to career advancement that 2022 Survey respondents identified most frequently remain the same as five years ago: a lack of formal leadership training programs, inadequate access to mentors and contacts, and a lack of recognition for their work.

— More 2022 Survey respondents, compared to 2016 Survey respondents, reported perceiving overt (41% versus 32%) and implicit (64% versus 58%) discrimination in the workplace because of their race.

— Almost 80% of 2022 Survey respondents reported experiencing anxiety since entering the legal profession, and 55% reported experiencing depression. Nearly half of the respondents who sought professional help for mental health problems reported skepticism about mental health providers’ competency to address cultural needs.

In sum, Asian American attorneys reported greater engagement with social and political issues, including those concerning racial justice and equality, compared to five years ago. Altogether, our findings suggest that recent events have invigorated Asian American attorneys’ commitment to racial justice, their sense of racial or ethnic identity, and their determination to protect our communities. Further, Asian American enrollment in law school has rebounded since 2017, and more federal judges and Fortune 1000 general counsel today are Asian American. But Asian Americans remain underrepresented in clerkships and in leadership positions in law firms, state judiciaries, and other public and private sector arenas. They are grossly underrepresented among top prosecutors at the local, state, and federal levels. Our study also draws attention to the lack of access to institutional resources and support that can help Asian American attorneys bridge those disparities.
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Background and Purpose

Over the past four decades, Asian Americans have dramatically increased their presence in the legal profession. In 1983, there were around 2,000 Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) students enrolled across all law schools accredited by the American Bar Association (ABA), comprising less than 2% of total enrollment. By the mid-2000s, AAPI enrollment had increased more than fivefold to over 11,000 students, comprising about 8% of total enrollment.

Since 2000, the number of Asian American lawyers has correspondingly grown from 20,000 to about 51,000 as of 2021, comprising 4.7% of all lawyers nationwide.

Since 2010, however, law school enrollment has declined, and it has declined the most among Asian Americans. Based on data from the ABA, whereas total first-year enrollment decreased by 19.9% from 2011 to 2019, Asian American first-year enrollment decreased by 27.8% during that period, the largest decline of any racial or ethnic group.

In 2017, we published *A Portrait of Asian Americans in the Law* (Portrait Project 1.0), the first comprehensive study of the career paths of Asian American law students and lawyers. This five-year follow-up study generates and compiles updated data in an effort to provide an ongoing resource for lawyers, policymakers, researchers, and advocates to understand how Asian Americans are situated in the legal profession.

---

3 The United States Census Bureau collects data for the following ethnic groups within the Asian diaspora: Asian Indian; Bangladeshi; Bhutanese; Burmese; Cambodian; Chinese, except Taiwanese; Filipino; Hmong; Indonesian; Japanese; Korean; Laotian; Malaysian; Mongolian; Nepalese; Okinawan; Pakistani; Sri Lankan; Taiwanese; Thai; Vietnamese; Other Asian, specified; Other Asian, not specified; and Two or more Asian. U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates Detailed Tables tbl.B02015 (2020), https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?q=%3DACSDT5Y2020.B02015. It collects data for the following ethnic subgroups under the Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander umbrella: Native Hawaiian; Samoan; Tongan; Other Polynesian; Chamorro; Marshallese; Other Micronesian; Fijian; Other Melanesian; and Other Pacific Islander, not specified. Id. tbl.B02019, https://data.census.gov/cedsci/table?q=pacific%20islander&tid=ACSDT5Y2020.B02019.


5 Asian or Pacific Islander J.D. Enrollment 1971–2010, supra note 4.


In this new report, Portrait Project 2.0, we continue to examine the career paths of Asian American lawyers, with a particular emphasis on their behaviors, commitments, sense of identity, and well-being during a period marked by dramatic societal changes. We aim to provide an empirical grounding for broader conversation within and beyond the Asian American community about the challenges and opportunities Asian Americans face in the legal profession and possible directions for reform.
Methodology

Like Portrait Project 1.0, our study comprises three main components.

First, we synthesized an array of literature on Asian Americans and diversity in law schools and the legal profession. We also collected original data through requests to government agencies and other organizations. This wide-ranging effort enabled us to assemble comprehensive statistics on Asian American enrollment in law schools and participation in various sectors of the legal profession.

Second, we conducted 11 focus groups with 70 Asian American attorneys. These sessions took place in person at the December 2021 convention of the National Asian Pacific American Bar Association (NAPABA) in Washington, D.C., as well as via Zoom video conferences in partnership with the National Conference of Vietnamese American Attorneys (NCVAA). We organized the NAPABA focus groups by practice setting (large law firms, corporate counsel, government, and public interest), ethnicity (mixed groups, Korean, and South Asian), gender, and seniority, with six to eight participants in each group. The focus groups, each lasting one hour, used a standard script to canvass attorneys’ experiences with race, identity, and activism over the past five years; their perceptions of the workplace, including obstacles to professional advancement and discrimination; and their mental health. Through the focus groups, we gained qualitative insights that guided our construction of a survey instrument and informed our quantitative findings.

Third, we created and disseminated a 92-item survey (2022 Survey) through NAPABA and affiliated networks, including the NCVAA and the National Filipino American Lawyers Association, and the South Asian Bar Association of North America, to collect information from a broader population of Asian American lawyers. From each respondent, the survey gathered data on demographics, political participation, law school experiences, career choices and experiences in the legal profession, future aspirations, identity in the workplace, mental health, and current events.

---

8 In our efforts to learn more about how different ethnic groups within the broader Asian American legal community might differ in their responses, we solicited feedback from a variety of affinity bar organizations. The NCVAA was able to accommodate our request for a Zoom focus group.
Throughout this report, we include anonymous quotes from focus group participants and from open-ended survey questions to provide greater texture to the data. Quotes have been edited for clarity.

Our survey garnered responses from a broad cross-section of Asian American lawyers.

We received completed surveys from 705 respondents with the following characteristics:

— 61% identify as women, 39% identify as men, and less than 1% identify as another gender identity; 10
— 5% were under 30, 30% were 30-39, 33% were 40-49, 17% were 50-59, and 15% were 60 or older;
— 5% were born outside the United States and immigrated after high school, 28% were born outside the United States and immigrated before graduating from high school, 51% were born in the United States to immigrant parents, 8% were born in the United States to U.S.-born parents and had immigrant grandparents, and 7% were born in the United States with grandparents (and possibly earlier generations) born in the United States;
— 42% Chinese, 20% Korean, 11% Japanese, 9% Filipino, 10% Taiwanese, 7% Indian, 5% Vietnamese, and 5% other ethnicities;
— 23% with neither parent having a bachelor’s degree, 21% with both parents having a graduate degree, and 5% with at least one parent having a law degree;
— 70% Democrat, 6% Republican, 10% Independent, 11% with no political party registration, and 3% declining to identify their political party registration;
— 43% in law firm or solo practice, 20% in government (including judges and prosecutors), 18% corporate counsel, 7% in nonprofit or public interest, and 2% in academia.

9 We filtered out responses that did not match our criteria for inclusion. For example, respondents who indicated they were not Asian American were not included in our analysis.

10 When disaggregating 2022 Survey results by gender, we summarize the responses of the four respondents who identified as another gender identity in writing instead of graphically because of the small sample size.
Most of our respondents live in California (36%) or New York (16%). The next most frequently reported places of residence were New Jersey, Texas, Illinois, Georgia, Washington, Virginia, the District of Columbia, and Maryland.

In our findings, we compare data from the first Portrait Project survey (2016 Survey) with data from the 2022 Survey. The surveys are cross-sectional, and the demographic characteristics of 2022 respondents are similar to those of 2016 respondents. One notable difference is that nearly 32% of 2022 Survey respondents are age 50 or above, compared to 19% of 2016 Survey respondents.
MAJOR FINDINGS

Law School

Asian American enrollment declined steeply after the Great Recession and remains far below historical highs, though it has rebounded in recent years.

From the early 1970s to the early 2010s, the enrollment of Asian Americans in law school increased more than the enrollment of any other racial or ethnic group. Asians were the fastest-growing group in law school from 1999 to 2009, with enrollment increasing by 43% over that period. By comparison, Hispanic enrollment grew 35%, Black enrollment grew 10%, and White enrollment grew 3% over the same period. But the most recent decade has seen a decline in the enrollment of all groups except Hispanic students and individuals identifying with two or more races. In particular, the total enrollment of Asian Americans declined by 23.5% from 2011 to 2021.

11 Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 2.
12 Li, Yao & Liu, supra note 7, at 625. Throughout this report, we identify racial or ethnic groups according to the terms used by the underlying data source. We recognize that such terms are contested; for example, the term “Hispanic” is not without critics. Compare David Gonzalez, What’s the Problem with ‘Hispanic’? Just ask a ‘Latino’, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 15, 1992), https://www.nytimes.com/1992/11/15/weekinreview/ideas-trends-what-s-the-problem-with-hispanic-just-as-a-latino.html [https://perma.cc/DK3U-RKHC] with Luis Noe-Bustamante, Lauren Mora & Mark Hugo Lopez, About One-in-Four U.S. Hispanics Have Heard of Latinx, but Just 3% Use It, PEW RSCH. CTR. (Aug. 11, 2020), https://www.pewresearch.org/hispanic/2020/08/11/about-one-in-four-u-s-hispanics-have-heard-of-latinx-but-just-3-use-it/ [https://perma.cc/VYY4-SD2T].
14 Section of Legal Education–ABA Required Disclosures, supra note 4. Since 2011, the ABA’s 509 Information Reports have employed the following nine race and ethnicity categories: “Hispanics of any race,” “American Indian or Alaska Native,” “Asian,” “Black or African American,” “Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander,” “Two or more races,” “Nonresident alien,” “Race/Ethnicity Unknown,” and “White.” Under the ABA’s method of non-overlapping reporting, if a student selects “Nonresident alien,” that student is reported as “Nonresident alien” regardless of any other categories selected. Then, if a student selects “Hispanic,” that student is reported as “Hispanic” regardless of any other categories selected. And then, if a student selects two or more categories, that student is reported as “Two or more races.” Under this methodology, the term “Asian” is largely synonymous with “Asian American,” although it omits Asian Americans who identify as Hispanic or who identify with more than one race. Further, because the ABA’s Standard 509 Information Reports before 2011 used the category “Asian” without a separate category for Native Hawaiians or Pacific Islanders, from 2011 onward we combine the counts of “Asian” and “Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander” within the category “Asian” in order to enhance comparability across years.
In 2017 there were 6,834 Asian Americans enrolled in law school—the lowest number in more than 20 years. A recent study examining enrollment trends from 1999 to 2019 (Enrollment Study) concluded that, as of 2019, Asian American enrollment had declined more steeply following the Great Recession than that of any other racial or ethnic group. It suggested two possible reasons: First, concerns about future earnings may have caused Asian Americans, more so than other groups, to turn away from law. Second, the recession may have disproportionately narrowed the pool of Asian Americans considering law school. Economic stress may have motivated a greater share of students to decide on their career paths during or before college; if so, this would have disproportionately reduced the number of Asian Americans considering law school because a higher share of Asians, compared to other groups, do not consider law school until after college.

The Enrollment Study examined data gathered by the American Association of Law Schools (AALS). AALS’s survey of college students from 2017 showed “clear indications that Asian undergraduates express less interest in law school than other groups.” The survey asked undergraduates considering law for the top three factors that might prevent them from going to law school. In response, Asian undergraduates were more likely than other groups to indicate that “[t]oo few jobs in the field pay enough money.” They were also more likely to see “[l]ittle advancement opportunity in the field” as a top factor preventing them from going to law school.

Further, data from AALS’s survey of 2,727 first-year law students in 2017 showed that Asians were more likely than other groups to first consider going to law school after college and less likely to first consider law school before college. Asian undergraduates, to a greater degree than those of other groups, rated “[w]hether my family thinks it would be a good choice” as an
important factor in their career selection. Based on this data, the Enrollment Study concluded that the lack of familiarity with legal careers or the American legal system among family members may partly explain why Asians are significantly less likely than peers of other racial groups to consider law school before college.

Since the Enrollment Study, total Asian American enrollment has increased by 14.5% from 2017 to 2021. During the same period, Asian American first-year enrollment increased from a 23-year low of 2,478 in 2017 to 2,906 in 2021. Figure 1 shows total AAPI JD enrollment over the past four decades. It remains to be seen whether the recent uptick in Asian American enrollment will be sustained and to what extent it will result in net increases in the number of Asian American lawyers as ever-larger cohorts of Asian American lawyers retire.

Figure 1.
Asian or Pacific Islander JD Enrollment, 1971–2021
SOURCE: American Bar Association

Asian Americans remain disproportionately enrolled in higher-ranked schools.

In 2021, 36% of Asian American law students were enrolled in the top quintile of schools (the top 30 schools) ranked by U.S. News & World Report, compared to 22% of Black students,

---

23 Id. at 30 fig.1.3 (reporting that among undergraduates surveyed, 51% of Asians, 43% of Blacks, 36% of Hispanics, and 37% of Whites rated “[w]hether my family thinks it would be a good choice” as an extremely or somewhat important factor in selecting a career).
24 Li, Yao & Liu, supra note 7, at 646.
25 Section of Legal Education–ABA Required Disclosures, supra note 4.
26 Id.
18% of Latinx students, and 24% of White students. Over half of Asian American law students in 2021 attended a law school in the top two quintiles.27

**Figure 2.**
Minority Percentage of Total JD Enrollment by Tier, 2021
SOURCE: American Bar Association; *U.S. News & World Report*

**Figure 3.**
Distribution of Each Racial or Ethnic Group Across Tiers, 2021
SOURCE: American Bar Association; *U.S. News & World Report*

---
27 We derived these figures by compiling and tabulating data from the ABA’s 509 Information Reports and grouping law schools according to the *U.S. News & World Report*’s 2021 rankings.
Compared to 2016 Survey respondents, more 2022 Survey respondents reported that one of their primary motivations for attending law school was to change or improve society. Relatively few reported that one of their primary motivations for attending law school was to gain a pathway into government or politics, although that number has also increased compared to the 2016 Survey.

The motivations for attending law school that 2022 Survey respondents ranked as most influential were to develop a satisfying career (first), to change or improve society (second), and intellectual challenge (third).

Notably, whereas the desire to change or improve society was the fourth most common motivation among 2016 Survey respondents, it was the second most common among 2022 Survey respondents, with 46% identifying it among their top three motivations. Meanwhile, only 13% of 2022 Survey respondents indicated that one of their top three motivations was to gain a pathway into government or politics, although this figure is much higher than the 5% of 2016 Survey respondents who indicated the same. Only 9% of 2022 Survey respondents said one of their top three motivations for attending law school was to become influential.

---

28 See Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 11.
Figure 4.
Top Three Reasons for Attending Law School

Respondents were asked to rank how significant each of the 10 listed factors was in motivating their decision to attend law school. This figure shows how many respondents ranked each factor as one of their top three motivations for choosing law school.

SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey

Because the 2022 Survey respondents are older on average than the 2016 Survey respondents—only 5% of 2022 Survey respondents are under 30, compared to 11% of 2016 Survey respondents—it seems unlikely that these changes in motivation are being driven by young attorneys who went to law school during the past five years. Societal events since 2016, including the pandemic and the rise of reported anti-Asian hate incidents, may have influenced the most recent law school graduates to attend law school as a means to improve or change
But recent events may also have caused more senior lawyers to reassess their motivations for attending law school in retrospect. It is also possible that in 2022, compared to 2016, attorneys who went to law school to change or improve society were more inclined to complete our survey.

In any event, these results remain consistent with *After the JD*’s findings that Asians were less likely than other groups to indicate that an important reason they attended law school was to become influential, and that Asians were far less likely than other groups to have considered politics as an alternative to a legal career. Only 14% of Asian respondents in the *After the JD* study on race and ethnicity considered politics as an alternative career to law, compared to 34% of Whites, 32% of Blacks, and 27% of Hispanics. Likewise, 34% of the Asian undergraduates who took AALS’s Before the JD survey said that gaining a pathway to a career in politics, government, or public service was a top reason for attending law school, compared to 34% of Black students, 42% of Hispanic students, and 46% of White students.

We find it notable that although relatively few Asian Americans are motivated to pursue law in order to enter government or politics or to become influential, 46% of 2022 Survey respondents said a key reason they went to law school was to change or improve society. This suggests that Asian American lawyers may seek to change or improve society through avenues such as public interest work, pro bono services, community activism, policy advocacy, or participation in professional associations, rather than government service or politics.

---

29 In an email to the authors on October 16, 2022, Shih-Chun Steven Chien and Stephen Daniels kindly shared as yet unpublished data on AAPI law students from their ongoing research on law students’ motivations for attending law school. They found a relatively stable pattern between 2010 and 2021. The motivations of “having a challenging and rewarding career” and “furthering academic development” remained the most influential motivations, followed by financial security. Notably, their data suggest that the motivation to contribute to the public good was significantly more influential in 2021. They also found that the increased influence of this motivation was most dramatic among Asian American students. See also Shih-Chun Steven Chien & Stephen Daniels, *Who Wants to be a Prosecutor? And Why Care? Law Students’ Career Aspirations and Reform Prosecutors’ Goals*, 65 HOW. L.J. 173, 194-202 (2021); Stephen Daniels & Shih-Chun Steven Chien, *Beyond Enrollment: Why Motivations Matter to the Study of Legal Education and the Legal Profession*, LSSSE GUEST BLOG (Sept. 24, 2020), https://lssse.indiana.edu/blog/guest-post-beyond-enrollment-why-motivations-matter/ [https://perma.cc/8MJC-FZD9]; Stephen Daniels & Shih-Chun Steven Chien, *Why Motivations Matter Revisited: More So Now*, LSSSE GUEST BLOG (Dec. 21, 2021), https://lssse.indiana.edu/blog/guest-post-why-motivations-matter-revisited/ [https://perma.cc/N8CR-B5NU).

30 *After the JD* is a longitudinal study examining the first 10 years of law graduates’ careers. Its national sample of nearly 4,000 lawyers admitted to the bar in 2000 was intended to be representative of the national population of new lawyers. The sample includes more than 200 Asian Americans. See Ronit Dinovitzer et al., NALP Found. for L. Career Rsch. & Educ. & Am. Bar Found., *After the JD: First Results of a National Study of Legal Careers* 21 tbl.2.1 (2004); Ronit Dinovitzer et al., NALP Found. for L. Career Rsch. & Educ. & Am. Bar Found., *After the JD: Second Results of a National Study of Legal Careers* 19 tbl.2.1 (2009) [hereinafter AJD II]; Ronit Dinovitzer et al., NALP Found. for L. Career Rsch. & Educ. & Am. Bar Found., *After the JD: Third Results of a National Study of Legal Careers* 21 tbl.2.1 (2014) [hereinafter AJD III].


32 Before the JD, supra note 19, at 45 fig.5.2.
MAJOR FINDINGS

Clerkships and Mentorship

The percentage of Asian Americans serving as judicial clerks has changed little over the past quarter century.

In 1995, Asian Americans comprised 6.4% of federal clerks and 4.5% of state clerks. Over 25 years later, in 2021, Asian Americans comprised 5.8% of federal clerks and 6.3% of state clerks.\textsuperscript{33} By comparison, Black/African American law graduates made up 5.5% of federal clerks and 5.4% of state clerks in 1995, compared to 5.2% of federal clerks and 6.2% of state clerks in 2021. Hispanic/Latinx law graduates comprised 3.4% of federal clerks and 2.1% of state clerks in 1995, compared to 5.5% of federal clerks and 8.6% of state clerks in 2021.\textsuperscript{34}

Figures 5 and 6 show the proportion of federal and state clerks identifying as AAPI, Black/African American, and Hispanic/Latinx. It includes data for the odd-numbered years between 1993 and 2011 and for every year thereafter.


\textsuperscript{34} \textit{See id.}
Figure 5.
Minority Law Clerks in Federal Courts, 1993–2021
SOURCE: National Association for Law Placement

Figure 6.
Minority Law Clerks in State Courts, 1993–2021
SOURCE: National Association for Law Placement
The share of federal judicial law clerks from minority groups remains markedly lower than the share of minority graduates from top schools.

Figures 7 and 8 compare minority groups’ enrollment at the top 30 law schools with their attainment of judicial clerkships, in 2021 and historically.\textsuperscript{35}

\textbf{Figure 7.}
Top-30 Law School Graduates and Judicial Clerkships, 2021
\begin{center}
\textsc{Source: American Bar Association; National Association for Law Placement; U.S. News & World Report}
\end{center}

\textbf{Figure 8.}
Minority Enrollment at Top 30 Law Schools of Respective Year vs. Percentage of Federal Clerks, 2011–21
\begin{center}
\textsc{Source: American Bar Association; National Association for Law Placement; U.S. News & World Report}
\end{center}

\textsuperscript{35} To compare with 2015 data, see \textsc{Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 13 fig.6.}
Interest in pursuing clerkships varies by race, socioeconomic status, and gender.

A recent study interpreting data from the Law Student Survey of Student Engagement (LSSSE) lists four observations about students’ views on clerkships.

— First, judicial clerkships are frequently more of an aspirational (rather than expected) career goal for almost all respondents, including those with strong academic records.36

— Second, student preferences for and expectations of clerkships vary considerably by race.37 In the LSSSE survey, students were asked to identify the setting in which they would most prefer to work after graduation and the setting in which they most expected to work.38 As both 1Ls and 3Ls, White students overwhelmingly preferred clerkships at a higher rate than their Asian American, Latinx, and Black classmates.39 Underrepresented minority groups generally become increasingly interested in clerkships during the course of law school, with Asian Americans reporting the greatest overall growth in their preferences for clerkships—an increase of 3.24 percentage points, compared to 1.76 for Black students, 1.20 for Latinx students, and 1.94 for White students.40

— Third, students from higher socioeconomic backgrounds, based on parents’ educational backgrounds and educational debt levels, appear to prefer clerkships at higher rates than their counterparts.41

— Fourth, women generally prefer clerkships more than men do. Women have made up roughly half of all judicial clerks (state and federal) since at least 2006, reflecting their representation among law graduates but not their greater preference for clerkships.42 But historically, fewer women than men have secured federal clerkships.43 And Latina women

37 Id.
38 Id. at 543 n.60.
39 Id. at 544.
40 Id. at 550 fig.5.
41 Id. at 544, 555-59.
42 Id. at 544, 552.
43 Id. at 540; see also Alex Badas & Katelyn E. Stauffer, Gender and Ambition Among Potential Law Clerks, J.L. & Cts. (forthcoming) (manuscript at 11), https://www.alexbadas.com/uploads/6/7/8/2/67829045/badasstaufferjlgenderambition.pdf (finding that among women and men with the same self-reported levels of qualification and encouragement, women are less likely to apply for federal circuit court and Supreme Court clerkships, but similarly likely to apply for federal district court and state court clerkships).
were the only group in the class of 2019 data that showed a decline in preference for clerkships between their 1L and 3L years.\textsuperscript{44}

More recent data show that the underrepresentation of women in federal clerkships persists. In 2021, women made up 53.2\% of law graduates but secured 48.4\% of federal clerkships.\textsuperscript{45}

The likelihood of clerking is positively associated with having mentors in law school.

In our 2022 Survey, 30\% of respondents who had more than two mentors in law school obtained a state or federal clerkship, compared to 25\% of respondents with one or two mentors and 12\% of respondents who had no mentors. Whereas 8\% of respondents with more than two mentors obtained a federal appellate clerkship, the same was true of 6\% of respondents with one or two mentors and 1\% of respondents who had no mentors. The 2016 Survey similarly showed a positive correlation between the number of mentors and the likelihood of clerking.\textsuperscript{46}

It is not clear from these data whether mentoring increases the likelihood of obtaining a clerkship or whether students who seek mentors are better clerkship candidates. Both may be true. It is possible that students who find more than two mentors are especially strong clerkship candidates, and it is also possible that a multiplicity of mentors increases the likelihood of obtaining a clerkship. More research is needed to distinguish these hypotheses and their relative influence on outcomes.\textsuperscript{47}

While most respondents were somewhat or very satisfied with their mentorship experiences during law school, some noted difficulties identifying and developing relationships with mentors.

Among 2022 Survey respondents who reported the number of mentors they had in law school, 33\% indicated they had no mentors at all. Among respondents who provided written explanations of their mentorship experience, many reported that it was or would have been

\textsuperscript{44} Chien, Mehrotra & Wang, supra note 36, at 553-54.
\textsuperscript{45} Judicial Clerks Remain Less Diverse than Law Graduates Overall, supra note 33.
\textsuperscript{46} Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 14.
\textsuperscript{47} Access to mentoring opportunities also warrants further study in light of evidence that faculty may be less responsive to mentoring requests from female students and minority students, and especially from Asian students. See generally Katherine L. Milkman, Modupe Akinola & Dolly Chugh, What Happens Before? A Field Experiment Exploring How Pay and Representation Differentially Shape Bias on the Pathway into Organizations, 6 J. Applied Psych. 1678 (2015).
more helpful to develop relationships with mentors of similar identities or backgrounds. Respondents reported difficulty in obtaining such mentors due to the compositions of their law school faculties and the small number of Asian Americans in the legal profession generally, especially in earlier decades. Respondents who were the first in their families to attend college or law school were especially likely to report not knowing as law students about the importance of mentorship in their future careers.

Despite these challenges, over half of 2022 Survey respondents indicated they were either somewhat or very satisfied with mentorship in law school. Among those who successfully found mentors, whether in law school or in their careers after graduation, many reported great benefit from those relationships. It is also possible that respondents had limited expectations for the mentorship they would receive in law school and were thus less prone to dissatisfaction.

Figure 9.
Satisfaction with Mentorship Received in Law School

SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Very Dissatisfied</th>
<th>Somewhat Dissatisfied</th>
<th>Neither Satisfied Nor Dissatisfied</th>
<th>Somewhat Satisfied</th>
<th>Very Satisfied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“I never thought to look for mentors in law school. I did not have any mentors, formal or informal, up through that point in my life. I am the first and only attorney in my family, and I had limited exposure to law and the legal profession. In law school, I did not have any Asian American law professors. At my 1L and 2L summer associate programs, I did not work with any Asian American partners. It was not until I started full time at a law firm after passing the bar that I started working with an Asian American partner, and it changed the course of my career.”
“Mentorship is so integral to the paths I took, including clerkships, and yet because of the general population of professors, it’s difficult to find mentors who are similar to you, including those who are AAPI and sometimes women or those who recognize intersectional identities.”

“I had to actively seek out mentors and felt like some (particularly White mentors) had preconceived notions of Asian Americans as hard workers and intense but not particularly savvy in navigating the law.”

“I did not find many mentors I could identify with during law school. I would have loved to have a woman of color mentor who looked like me and had the same background as me, but they were all so busy that I didn’t want to add more to their plate, so I didn’t seek their help. There are so few women of color in the legal field, and so much labor is demanded of them.”

“My mentors have provided me with insight into their career paths, served as references and wrote letters of recommendation, and overall provided support throughout my professional journey. Some of my best mentors have taken the time to share with me their personal experiences being an attorney and a woman of color in the profession.”
MAJOR FINDINGS

Law School Debt and Post-JD Employment

Asians graduate from law school with lower levels of debt than most other groups.

The LSSSE survey administered to law students nationwide\(^48\) found that in 2019, 36% of Asian American students expected to owe over $100,000 in law school debt, compared to 35% of White students, 40% of Native American students, 53% of Latinx students, and 56% of Black students.\(^49\)

Figure 10.
Students Expected to Owe Over $100k, by Year and Race

SOURCE: Law Student Survey of Student Engagement

---

48 Since 2004, 203 law schools in the United States, Canada, and Australia have administered the LSSSE survey, eliciting over 380,000 student responses. Meera E. Deo, Chad Christensen & Jacquelyn Petzold, Ind. Univ. Ctr. for Postsecondary Rsch., The Changing Landscape of Legal Education: A 15-Year LSSSE Retrospective 6 (2020).

49 Id. at 10.
Women generally incur more law school debt than men, with Black and Latinx women especially likely to carry a heavy debt load. For Asian Americans, however, women are less likely than men to incur the highest levels of debt; 7.7% of Asian American women expected to owe more than $200,000 in student loan debt, compared with 9.9% of Asian American men. The same level of debt was expected by 14% of Black women and 7.3% of Black men, 16% of Latinx women and 12% of Latinx men, and 5.5% of White women and 4.3% of White men.  

Compared to other law graduates, Asians are the most likely to work in private practice and the least likely to work in government or public interest.

The National Association for Law Placement (NALP) conducts an annual survey of graduates of ABA-accredited law schools nine months after graduation. According to NALP’s 2020 survey, Asian graduates were the most likely of any group to be employed in private practice. Sixty-five percent of Asian graduates obtained jobs in private practice, compared to 45.9% of Black or African American graduates, 57.9% of Latinx graduates, and 56.6% of White graduates. Asians were the least likely to be employed in government or public interest work in the first year after law school.

**Figure 11.**
Employer Types by Race/Ethnicity, 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Employment Type</th>
<th>Asian (n=2,120)</th>
<th>Black or African American (n=2,050)</th>
<th>Latinx (n=2,867)</th>
<th>White (n=17,903)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Private Practice</strong></td>
<td>65.0%</td>
<td>45.9%</td>
<td>57.9%</td>
<td>56.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Government</strong></td>
<td>7.5%</td>
<td>16.1%</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Public Interest</strong></td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clerkships</strong></td>
<td>7.2%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business</strong></td>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SOURCE: National Association for Law Placement

---

50 Meera E. Deo & Chad Christensen, Ind. Univ. Ctr. for Postsecondary Rsch., Annual Survey Results: The Cost of Women’s Success 9 (2019).
52 Figures are based on all jobs. Figures in parentheses indicate the number of graduates represented. Not all employer types are shown in the table.
This pattern appears fairly stable over time. In the *After the JD* sample of lawyers admitted to the bar in 2000, 70% of Asians worked in law firms or business settings two years into practice, compared to 72% of Whites, 52% of Blacks, and 58% of Hispanics.\(^{53}\) By contrast, 14% of Asians worked in government, compared to 16% of Whites, 27% of Blacks, and 21% of Hispanics.\(^{54}\)

\(^{53}\) *Wilder*, *supra* note 31, at 16 tbl.5.

\(^{54}\) *Id.*
MAJOR FINDINGS

Law Firms and Corporate Counsel

For over 20 years, Asian Americans have been the largest minority group at major law firms.\(^5\)

In the NALP 2021 report on major U.S. law firms, based on data provided by 877 offices, Asians comprised 8.06% of attorneys, whereas African Americans comprised 3.63% and Latinx attorneys comprised 4.37%.\(^6\) Law360’s survey of nearly 300 firms found that in 2021 Asian Americans comprised 8% of U.S.-based attorneys, whereas African Americans comprised 4% and those identifying as Hispanic comprised 5%.\(^7\) In addition, a survey of 225 law firms by the Minority Corporate Counsel Association (MCCA) reported that in 2020, 12.6% of associates and 14.4% of summer associates were Asian American, 5.3% of associates and 9.0% of summer associates were Black or African American, and 6.2% of associates and 7.5% of summer associates were Hispanic or Latinx.\(^8\)

Asian Americans have the highest ratio of associates to partners of any racial or ethnic group, and this has been true for over 20 years.\(^9\)

Law360’s survey reported that in 2021 the ratio of non-partners to partners was 3.12 for Asian American attorneys, 2.86 for Black attorneys, 2.57 for Hispanic attorneys, and 1.12 for White attorneys.\(^10\) Similarly, the ratio of associates to partners in the 225 firms surveyed by MCCA

---

10. Bell, supra note 57.
in 2020 was 2.93 for Asian American attorneys, compared to 2.21 for African American/Black attorneys, 2.0 for Hispanic/Latinx attorneys, and 0.81 for White/Caucasian attorneys.

The disparity also applies at the equity partner level. According to MCCA data from 2020, the ratio of associates to equity partners was 2.93 for Asian American attorneys, compared to 2.41 for Black/African American attorneys, 2.21 for Hispanic/Latinx attorneys, and 0.81 for White/Caucasian attorneys.61 Asian Americans comprised 4.3% of equity partners at major firms in 2020, whereas almost 90% of equity partners were White. As discussed below, law firm attrition appears to be particularly severe among minority women, including Asian American women.

**Figure 12.**
Demographics of Law Firms, 2020

| Source: Minority Corporate Counsel Association Diversity Survey Report |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALL ATTORNEYS</th>
<th>ASSOCIATES</th>
<th>EQUITY PARTNERS</th>
<th>ASSOCIATES/EQUITY PARTNERS RATIO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASIAN AMERICAN</strong></td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>12.6%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AFRICAN AMERICAN/BLACK</strong></td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HISPANIC/LATINX</strong></td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WHITE</strong></td>
<td>79.8%</td>
<td>72.2%</td>
<td>89.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We do not address whether these data reflect differences in the age distribution of attorneys belonging to each group. It is possible that the high ratio of associates to partners is partly a function of how recently Asian Americans have entered the legal profession in substantial numbers. But the significance of this explanation has diminished over time, and as discussed below, Asian Americans have high attrition rates in law firms and report significant obstacles to career advancement.

---

61 Minority Corp. Couns. Ass’n, supra note 58, at 7.
Compared to their numbers within the overall law firm population, Asian Americans are less represented than other groups at the management level.

Although Asian Americans comprised 7.8% of all attorneys in the Vault/MCCA survey data for 2019, they held 4.1% of seats on executive management committees. African American/Black and Hispanic/Latinx attorneys were better represented in these leadership roles relative to their respective numbers in the overall firm population. African American/Black attorneys made up 3.7% of all attorneys and 3.7% of management-level committee members, while Hispanic/Latinx attorneys made up 4.4% of all attorneys and 3.0% of management-level committee members.

Among Asian Americans and other minority groups, women are more likely to be associates and less likely to be partners.

In the Vault/MCCA survey of 2020 data, Asian American women made up 7.4% of associates and 1.8% of partners, compared to 5.1% and 2.5% for Asian American men, respectively. Asian American women made up 3.9% of attorneys promoted to partner in 2020, slightly higher than 3.5% for Asian American men.

Similarly, African American/Black women comprised 3.2% of associates (compared to 2.1% for African American/Black men) and 0.9% of partners (compared to 1.4% for African American/Black men). Hispanic/Latinx women made up 3.3% of associates (compared to 2.9% for Hispanic/Latinx men) and 1.0% of partners (compared to 2.0% for Hispanic/Latinx men). The ratio of men to women at the partner rank is even more skewed among White/Caucasian attorneys; only 21.8% of White/Caucasian partners are women.

---

63 Id.
64 Minority Corp. Couns. Ass’n, supra note 58, at 18.
65 Id. at 19.
66 Id. at 22.
67 Id. at 20.
68 Id. at 16.
An ABA study published in 2019, based on input from over 1,200 big firm lawyers who have been in practice for at least 15 years, showed that women surveyed were far more likely than men to report factors that blocked their “access to success.” Women were far more likely to report being overlooked for advancement, being denied a salary increase or bonus, feeling treated as a token representative for diversity, lacking access to business development opportunities, being perceived as less committed to her career, or lacking access to sponsors.

A 2022 study by the Institute for Inclusion in the Legal Profession reported the percentages of total matters assigned to women, disaggregated by race and ethnicity, based on survey responses from 136 corporations. It found that “[w]ell over half of the matters that respondents assigned to [diverse] outside counsel were assigned to White women lawyers who were given primary responsibility for the matters.” African American and Hispanic women received a very small amount of the work assigned to women, and Asian American and Native American women received “almost none.”

The MCCA survey of 2020 data reports that less than 0.1% of full-time attorneys at the firms surveyed identified their gender as non-binary.

The attrition rate for Asian Americans, like those of other minority groups, is disproportionately high.

Attrition rates remain disproportionately high among minority attorneys. While Asian Americans made up 7.8% of all attorneys in the Vault/MCCA 2019 survey, they comprised 10.4% of attorneys who left their firms that year. Similarly, African American/Black attorneys made up 3.7% of attorneys but 5.8% of those leaving their firms, and Hispanic/Latinx

---


70 Id. See generally Joyce Sterling & Linda Chanow, Am. Bar Ass’n, In Their Own Words: Experienced Women Lawyers Explain Why They Are Leaving Their Law Firms and the Profession (2021), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/women/intheirownwords-f-4-19-21-final.pdf [https://perma.cc/G4RY-SKBU] (presenting findings from focus groups and individual interviews).


72 Institute for Inclusion in the Legal Profession, supra note 71, at 27.

73 Id. at 30; see also Destiny Peery, Paulette Brown & Eileen Letts, Am. Bar Ass’n, Left Out and Left Behind: The Hurdles, Hassles, and Heartaches of Achieving Long-Term Legal Careers for Women of Color 2 (2020), https://www.americanbar.org/content/dam/aba/administrative/women/lefoutleftbehind-int-f-web-061020-003.pdf [https://perma.cc/U9GF-ZH3Z] (reporting findings from 103 women of color fifteen or more years out of law school on their unique challenges).
attorneys made up 4.4% of attorneys but 5.2% of those leaving.\(^{74}\) These figures are similar to those we reported five years ago.\(^{75}\)

Attrition rates among attorneys of color are most pronounced at the associate level. MCCA’s 2020 survey revealed that Asian Americans comprised 12.8% of associates who left their firms that year, compared to 7.9% for African American/Black attorneys and 6.7% for Hispanic/Latinx attorneys.\(^{76}\)

According to After the JD data, the number of Asian Americans working in firms with over 100 attorneys declined by 68% over the decade from two to 12 years after bar admission, compared to a 61% decline among Blacks, a 44% decline among Hispanics, and a 53% decline among Whites.\(^{77}\)

Further study is needed to examine why Asian Americans leave firms at the highest rates. One reason may be that Asian American attorneys are more likely than other groups to leave firms for the business sector, including in-house counsel positions as well as positions not practicing law. The After the JD study reported that 14.5% of Asian Americans were in the business sector two years after bar admission, compared to 27.5% in this sector a decade later—a greater increase than for Black, Hispanic, or White attorneys.\(^{78}\)

Figure 14 shows that, among attorneys working in midsize to large firms at the beginning of their careers, Asian Americans were the least likely to still be in such firms 12 years after bar admission and the most likely to be in the business sector.

**Figure 13.**

Percentage of Lawyers in Business Sector by Race/Ethnicity, 2012-13

*SOURCE: American Bar Foundation; NALP Foundation for Law Career Research and Education*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ASIAN</th>
<th>BLACK</th>
<th>HISPANIC</th>
<th>WHITE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 YEARS AFTER BAR ADMISSION</strong></td>
<td>14.5%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12 YEARS AFTER BAR ADMISSION</strong></td>
<td>27.5%</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
<td>15.3%</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\(^{75}\) *Portrait Project 2017*, *supra* note 1, at 19. Attrition rates increased for all three groups over a five-year span. In 2014, Asian American attorneys made up 8.9% of attorneys who left their firms that year, compared to 4.9% for African American/Black attorneys and 4.3% for Hispanic/Latinx attorneys. Compare id., with *Minority Corp. Couns. Ass’n & Vault*, *supra* note 62, at 13-15.

\(^{76}\) *Minority Corp. Couns. Ass’n*, *supra* note 58, at 18, 20, 22.

\(^{77}\) *AJD III*, *supra* note 30, at 74 tbl.9.1.

\(^{78}\) *Id.*
Figure 14.
Employment Settings 12 Years into Practice Among Lawyers Who Were at Midsize to Large Firms in Second Year of Practice, by Race/Ethnicity, 2012-13

SOURCE: American Bar Foundation

"I was working at a very conservative firm when George Floyd died. They didn't put out a statement. We didn't have any Black attorneys at the law firm. It was very isolating but I couldn’t exactly articulate why. . . . In terms of authentic self and work, I didn’t feel like I could bring my whole self. The work wasn’t fulfilling for me either, and that’s why I made the decision to leave. . . . [My current job is] much more welcoming. . . . We’re mission driven. I felt isolated and I didn’t know why until I left.”

“I left my law firm. I had to project the image of being a good associate who was always ready to be part of the team. I didn’t want to create a problem by speaking out about anything. It feels different than being in-house. I’m encouraged to talk about my feelings with current events. I’m also concerned about the amount of putting on a show of supporting diverse attorneys at firms. It’s hard to see that people are really going to follow through on a lot of things. My former firm had a lot of these diversity initiatives, but three diverse partners left in the same year due to pay issues. It was disheartening.”

79 Analysis conducted by the American Bar Association on February 26, 2018 upon request.
The Portrait Project 2.0

“The Portrait Project 2.0

“I moved in-house recently. My last law firm did a lot of virtue signaling. They made statements, gave us a day off for Juneteenth, etc. I had to fight so hard to be the first woman to be promoted internally for over a decade. I didn’t see more meaningful discussion on issues. They issued statements, but that’s different from looking at internal policies and practices. I would be outspoken about, for example, diverse attorneys not being retained. I was told that the facts were not the facts; they would say certain attorneys simply couldn’t succeed. [Now] I feel like I can have more honest conversations about diversity and inclusion initiatives.”

The number of Asian American and Pacific Islander general counsel in the Fortune 1000 has increased over the past decade.

In 2009, among the general counsel (GCs) of Fortune 1000 companies, 19 were AAPI, 36 were African American, 10 were Hispanic, and one was Native American.80 Among these 66 minority GCs, 15 were women: two AAPI, four Hispanic, and nine African American.81

Just over a decade later, in 2020, 45 of the Fortune 1000 GCs were AAPI, 48 were African American, 22 were Hispanic/Latinx, and 860 were White.82 A total of 296 were women: 17 AAPI, 27 African American, eight Hispanic/Latinx, and 244 White. The 2020 survey did not report numbers for American Indians or Alaska Natives.83

83 Between 2019 and 2020, there was no net change in the total number of AAPI GCs, compared to a 5.88% decrease in African American/Black GCs, a 4.76% increase in Hispanic/Latinx GCs, and a 1.42% increase in White GCs. Id. at 4 tbl.2. Over the same period, the share of female GCs rose 2.42% overall. Id. There was a 6.25% increase in the number of AAPI women, no net change in the number of African American/Black women, a 14.29% increase in the number of Hispanic/Latinx women, and a 3.39% increase in the number of White women. Id.
Among racial or ethnic minorities, AAPIs had the highest number of GCs in a single sector, with 13 in the consumer services industry in 2020.\textsuperscript{84}
MAJOR FINDINGS

Prosecutors and Public Defenders

Prosecutors and public defenders play prominent roles in our criminal justice system and local communities. Although Asian Americans serve in significant numbers in some geographic areas, overall they are grossly underrepresented at the highest levels of the justice system.

By one count, among 6,293 Assistant U.S. Attorneys (AUSAs) nationwide in December 2021, 5.8% were Asian, 6.4% were Black, and 4.0% were Hispanic or Latino. By one count, among 6,293 Assistant U.S. Attorneys (AUSAs) nationwide in December 2021, 5.8% were Asian, 6.4% were Black, and 4.0% were Hispanic or Latino. Five years ago, we cited a study reporting that 5.2% of AUSAs were Asian American, 8.0% were Black, and 5.2% were Hispanic or Latino in 2013-14.

Figure 16.
Demographics of Assistant U.S. Attorneys, 2021


---


86 Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 22 fig.13.
In some regions with large Asian American populations, the number of local district attorneys of Asian descent has declined. Asians comprise about 13% of the population of Manhattan. Among 594 staff attorneys in the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office in 2022, 33 (5.6%) were Asian, 47 (7.9%) were Black or African American, and 28 (4.7%) were Hispanic or Latino.\(^\text{87}\) These percentages represent declines from 2016, when 8.6% of these attorneys were Asian, 10% were Black or African American, and 6.1% were Hispanic or Latino.\(^\text{88}\) One contributing factor may be that recent Asian American law school graduates chose to go into criminal law at lower percentages than their peers in other racial and ethnic groups (8% for Asian American students in 2016-18 versus 13% for White, 17% for Black, and 16% for Hispanic students).\(^\text{89}\)

The overall number of Asian Americans at the supervisory and elected levels remains disturbingly low throughout the United States.

Out of 93 possible Presidentially appointed U.S. Attorneys, only one currently serving identifies as Asian American. That individual, Cindy Chung, the U.S. Attorney for the Western District of Pennsylvania, is presently a nominee for the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit. Unless another Asian American is appointed by the President and confirmed by the Senate, the number of Presidentially appointed U.S. Attorneys who are Asian American will drop to zero.\(^\text{90}\)

A 2019 survey of 2,396 elected prosecutors nationwide identified only 14 who were Asian American.\(^\text{91}\) However, upon further scrutiny of the underlying data, we were able to verify only eight who identified as Asian American, representing 0.29% of the total. Although this includes prominent officeholders like Connecticut Attorney General William Tong, the number of elected prosecutors who are Asian Americans has increased only slightly from the total of four in 2014.\(^\text{92}\)


\(^{88}\) [Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 22.]


\(^{90}\) Data provided by the National Asian Pacific American Bar Association as of October 10, 2022. This total includes only U.S. Attorneys who have been nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate. President Biden has announced his intention to nominate Alamdar S. Hamdani as U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of Texas. But, as of the publication of this report, the Senate has not confirmed Mr. Hamdani.


\(^{92}\) [Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 21.]
There are geographic pockets with a few more Asian American prosecutors in leadership roles. For example, among the 175 supervising attorneys in the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office in 2022, 11 (6.3%) were Asian American, 19 (10.9%) were Black or African American, and 12 (6.9%) were Hispanic or Latino. However, the dearth of Asian Americans in prosecutorial leadership roles nationwide is severe and especially troubling against the backdrop of increasing numbers of reported incidents of anti-Asian hate and violence in recent years.

There are no systematic data currently available on the demographics of public defenders.

Our previous report noted that there is no systematic data currently available on the demographics of public defenders. However, the U.S. Department of Justice is expected to soon publish a Survey of Publicly Appointed Defense Attorneys that will include demographic statistics. It will be the first federally funded survey of its kind to focus on the publicly appointed defense attorneys themselves rather than the systems and offices in which they work.

---


MAJOR FINDINGS

Government Attorneys

Over the past five years, Asian American attorneys have made little progress in several areas of government employment.

According to data provided by the Office of Personnel Management, Asians comprised 7.0% of government attorneys, up slightly from its 6.7% share in 2015, whereas Black and African Americans comprised 8.9% (compared to 8.3% in 2015) and Hispanic and Latinos comprised 5.8% (compared to 4.8% in 2015).  

Figure 17.
Demographics of “General Attorneys” in the U.S. Government, 2021


95 Federal Workforce Data: December 2021, supra note 85; Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 22.
The percentage of Asian American attorneys at higher ranks of government reflects mixed progress from the last report.

In December 2021, 7.3% of GS-11 Attorneys (described as “entry-level” positions by the Department of Justice)\(^{96}\) were Asian, as were 6.7% of GS-15 Attorneys (the highest civil service pay grade).\(^{97}\) This reflects mixed progress compared to five years ago, when Asians comprised 9.0% of GS-11 attorneys and 5.6% of GS-15 attorneys.\(^{98}\) The effect of this decrease on the pipeline of Asian American attorneys reaching the highest ranks of government service remains to be seen.

---


\(^{97}\) *Federal Workforce Data: December 2021, supra note 85.*

\(^{98}\) *Id.; Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 23.*
MAJOR FINDINGS

Legal Academia

Lack of updated data on demographics of law faculty is an obstacle to tracking changes over time.

We are not aware of any systematic survey of diversity in legal academia since 2013, when Asians comprised 4.3% of full-time law teachers in the United States. Among the 6,907 professors in tenured or tenure-track positions in 2013, 310 (4.5%) were Asian, compared to 5,459 (79%) professors who identified as White. Multiple law review articles have documented the experiences of Asian American faculty, identifying the obstacles many have faced during their careers. Without increased transparency from law schools about the racial and ethnic makeup of their faculties, we do not know whether the picture has changed over the past decade.

Currently, under the ABA’s required disclosures, law schools are only required to note if a faculty member identifies as “minority,” without any further disaggregation. In 2021, among the 9,213 full-time faculty members at the 197 ABA-accredited law schools, 2,014 were identified as “minority” faculty members, representing 21.8% of the full-time faculty. This number does not differentiate between tenured and non-tenured professors.

A recent survey of legal research and writing professors suggests significant minority underrepresentation. Out of 320 respondents, only nine (2.8%) identified as Asian, compared with 283 respondents (88.4%) identifying as White. The survey does not claim to be a

---


100 Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 26 fig.16.

101 E.g., Cyra Akila Choudhury & Shruti Rana, Addressing Asian (In)Visibility in the Academy, 51 Sw. L. Rev. 287 (2022).

102 One notable study from Professor Meera E. Deo provides both qualitative and quantitative data on how race and gender intersect for legal academics. Meera E. Deo, Unequal Profession: Race and Gender in Legal Academia (2019). However, to our knowledge, there is no publicly available, comprehensive dataset like the ABA’s report in 2013 that was detailed in Portrait Project 1.0. See Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 26 fig.16.

103 Section of Legal Education–ABA Required Disclosures, supra note 4.

A comprehensive analysis of the demographics of all legal research and writing professors; it offers a snapshot of the lack of racial and ethnic diversity within this sample pool. The small number of Asians in legal research and writing teaching positions appears troubling insofar as such positions can serve as a path to tenure-track or research faculty positions. On the other hand, Asian Americans could be opting for other paths to tenure-track or research faculty positions. More data are required to evaluate these possibilities.
MAJOR FINDINGS

Judges

Asian Americans have made significant gains in the federal judiciary over the past five years.

Over the past five years, an additional 25 Asian Americans have been appointed to Article III judgeships, increasing the number of Asian Americans who have ever served as an Article III judge from 37 to 62.\footnote{105 Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 24; Biographical Directory of Article III Federal Judges, 1789-Present, Fed. Jud. Ctr. (last visited Oct. 20, 2022), https://www.fjc.gov/history/judges/search/advanced-search. These totals include judges who are deceased or not actively sitting.} Among them, 47 currently serve as active judges—31 as federal district judges, 15 as federal circuit judges, and one as a judge on the U.S. Court of International Trade—comprising 6.0% of the 786 active federal judges currently sitting. By comparison, 563 (71.6%) active federal judges currently sitting are White, 107 (13.6%) are African American, and 81 (10.3%) are Hispanic.\footnote{106 Biographical Directory of Article III Federal Judges, 1789-Present, Fed. Jud. Ctr. (last visited Oct. 20, 2022), https://www.fjc.gov/history/judges/search/advanced-search. These numbers reflect the data as of October 20, 2022.} In 2022, 3.3% of the almost 1,600 administrative law judges identified as Asian in the Office of Personnel Management database, an increase from 2.5% in 2015.\footnote{107 Federal Workforce Data: December 2021, U.S. Off. Pers. Mgmt. (Dec. 2021), https://www.fedscope.opm.gov/diversity.asp; Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 24.}

Additionally, although the Trump administration lagged behind the previous three presidential administrations in the total number and percentage of non-White judges appointed to the federal judiciary, 5.8% of President Trump’s judicial appointments were Asian American, compared to 5.3% of President Obama’s judicial appointments.\footnote{108 John Gramlich, How Trump Compares with Other Recent Presidents in Appointing Federal Judges, Pew Rsch. Ctr. (Jan. 13, 2021), https://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2021/01/13/how-trump-compares-with-other-recent-presidents-in-appointing-federal-judges/ [https://perma.cc/U6Z9-CX8G].} By comparison, 15 of the 81 active judges appointed by President Biden and confirmed by the Senate as of October 20, 2022 identify as Asian American, comprising 18.5%.\footnote{109 Biographical Directory of Article III Federal Judges, 1789-Present, Fed. Jud. Ctr. (last visited Oct. 20, 2022), https://www.fjc.gov/history/judges/search/advanced-search.} This number is in line with data generally
showing that President Biden has appointed a record-high percentage of both non-White and female judges compared to past presidents.\textsuperscript{110}

**Figure 18.**
Federal Judges, 2022

\textsc{source:} Federal Judicial Center

The number of state court judges who are Asian American remains small.

Asian Americans have made less progress in state courts. Among the 340 state high court judges in the United States in May 2022, there were nine Asian Americans sitting in seven states,\textsuperscript{111} compared with eight Asian American state high court judges in 2016.\textsuperscript{112}

In state courts, there were also signs of limited increases in representation of Asians within certain jurisdictions.

\begin{footnotes}


\footnote{112} Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 24.
\end{footnotes}
For example, in 2021, 8.7% of California’s 1,706 judges identified as Asian only (compared to 6.5% in 2016), 8.4% were Black or African American only (compared to 6.6% in 2016), and 11.7% were Hispanic or Latino only (compared to 9.9% in 2016). Asians made up 17.8% of the population of California in the 2020 Census.

In 2022, among 882 judges in New York, 39 (4.4%) identified as Asian American, an increase from the 22 who identified as Asian American in 2014. Asians made up 10.8% of New York’s population in the 2020 Census.


115 Self-Reported Statewide Judicial Demographics, N.Y. STATE UNIFIED CT SYSTEM (last visited Oct. 20, 2022), https://app.powerbigov.us/view?r=eyJrIjoiYmE4NWI0YmQtNjdlMS00ZGRjLTkzODktMTk1NjIyM2E4ZTdlIiwidCI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZmZTkyIiwiaSI6IjM0NTZT
MAJOR FINDINGS

Career Satisfaction

Asians report lower levels of satisfaction with their decision to become a lawyer than other groups.

According to After the JD data, Asian respondents had the lowest levels of satisfaction with their decision to become a lawyer two years after bar admission. On a five-point scale, with 5 indicating the highest level of satisfaction, Asians reported an average satisfaction level of 3.8, compared to 4.3 for Black respondents, 3.9 for Hispanic respondents, 4.1 for Native Americans, and 4.0 for White respondents.117 At this two-year mark, 74.5% of Asians reported that they were moderately or extremely satisfied with their decision to become a lawyer, compared to 85.5% of Black respondents, 78.4% of Hispanic respondents, 79.0% of Native American respondents, and 78.9% of White respondents.118 Similar percentages were reported seven and 12 years after bar admission, with Asians still the least likely to report moderate or extreme satisfaction.119 Asians were more likely than all other groups to report a desire for more or better training, more or better mentoring, greater opportunity to shape decisions, and less pressure to bill.120

The After the JD survey further asked respondents to rate their levels of satisfaction with various aspects of their jobs, which were distilled into four dimensions: the substance of the work, the power track, the job setting, and the social index.121 Asian lawyers’ levels of satisfaction were below average across all dimensions except for the power track, which includes compensation.122 They were lowest on the social index, which includes pro bono opportunities and workplace diversity.123

117 WILDER, supra note 31, at 44 tbl.23.
118 Data provided by the American Bar Foundation upon request.
119 AJD II, supra note 30, at 76; AJD III, supra note 30, at 77. Additional data provided by the American Bar Foundation upon request.
120 WILDER, supra note 31, at 47 tbl.25.
121 AJD III, supra note 30, at 53.
122 The power track dimension includes compensation, method by which compensation is determined, opportunity for advancement, recognition for work, and performance evaluation. Id. at 55.
123 Id. at 56.
Mobility intentions are not a straightforward indicator of dissatisfaction but can provide additional context. Twelve years after receiving their JDs, Asian lawyers reported relatively low rates of mobility intentions: 22.8% reported a likelihood of leaving their employers within two years, compared to 37.2% of Black respondents, 26.4% of Hispanic respondents, and 22.8% of White respondents. Among Asian respondents, those in firms with two to 20 lawyers were the least likely to consider a job change (17.4%), while those in firms of unknown size (34.6%) and the non-governmental public sector (28.4%) were the most likely. Among Asian respondents working in firms of over 100 lawyers, 20.5% were considering leaving their employers.

It is notable that Asians report the lowest levels of satisfaction despite also reporting among the lowest levels of educational debt and the lowest likelihood of leaving their employers 12 years into their careers. It is unclear why having relatively greater financial freedom does not result in greater satisfaction early in Asian lawyers’ careers. But it is possible that their greater tendency to remain in their jobs contributes to lower levels of satisfaction than other groups. Asian lawyers’ career satisfaction merits further study.

Among 2022 Survey respondents, those working in academia, in the federal government, and as judges reported the greatest satisfaction with their current employment. Respondents in big law firms reported less satisfaction.

In our survey, 82% of respondents in academia and 70% of judges said they were “very satisfied” with their current employment—by far the most of any employment category. At least half of the respondents who were lawyers in the federal government, solo practice, small law firms, and public interest organizations said they were very satisfied. Less than 35% of big law firm attorneys, prosecutors, and public defenders said they were very satisfied. Figure 19 reports our findings in more detail.

---

124 Id. at 78 tbl.9.5.

125 The 2022 Survey defines big law firms as those with 100 or more lawyers, medium law firms as those with 16-99 lawyers, and small law firms as those with two to 15 lawyers.

126 Some of these results differ notably from the results of the 2016 Survey, see Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 27 fig.17. For example, 2022 Survey respondents at small law firms were 23 percentage points more likely than their 2016 Survey counterparts to report being very satisfied. This difference was statistically significant. On the other hand, 2022 Survey respondents working as prosecutors were 23 percentage points less likely than their 2016 Survey counterparts to report being very satisfied. But we did not have enough respondents to conclude that this difference reflected an actual difference in satisfaction rates, as opposed to natural sampling variability. Finally, within the 2022 Survey alone, there was a gap of nine percentage points in satisfaction between state and federal government lawyers; this gap was not statistically significant.
Those who reported having five or more mentors in their legal careers were 15 percentage points more likely to report being very satisfied (52%) than those who reported having no mentors or one mentor (37%).

**Figure 19.**
Satisfaction with Current Employment by Practice Setting

_We asked 2022 Survey respondents how satisfied they were with their current employment. This figure shows the percentage of respondents in each practice setting who answered “very satisfied.”_

SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey
In a shift from five years ago, 2022 Survey respondents who wished to change practice settings ranked a desire “to advance issues or values important to [them]” among their most significant reasons for doing so.

This reason was one of the lowest-ranked among 2016 Survey respondents. On the other hand, geographic location, which ranked among the most significant reasons five years ago, was ranked among the least significant this year. The other top reasons—better match with interests, better work-life balance, and better pay—remained unchanged.

It is unclear what is driving the two changes identified above. But they are consistent with national trends over the past five years. The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated a shift toward remote work, giving some lawyers more geographic flexibility even without needing to seek new jobs. And the heightened salience of societal issues directly related to law and justice has spurred some to find work more aligned with their values.

Overall, 40% of 2022 Survey respondents reported that they wished to change practice settings, down from 58% in the 2016 Survey. About half of the law firm and government attorneys surveyed reported that they wished to change practice settings, compared to 20% to 30% of respondents working as corporate counsel, as judges, in academia, or in public interest organizations.

127 Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 28.
128 Id.
129 Id.
Figure 20.
Motivations for Changing Practice Settings

We asked 2022 Survey respondents who indicated that they wished to change practice settings to select and then rank from most to least significant their reasons for wishing so. This figure shows the percentage of respondents who ranked each reason among their three most significant.

source: 2022 Portrait Project Survey

The practice settings most often identified as desirable among 2022 Survey respondents wishing to change are mostly the same as five years ago.130

The practice settings most often identified as desirable were corporate counsel, the federal government, nonprofit and public interest organizations, the federal judiciary, and academia. Each of these settings was listed as a desirable destination by at least 20% of respondents who wished to change practice settings. Corporate counsel was the most frequently desired, at 40%.

130 Id.
A substantial number of respondents (10% to 20%) expressed an interest in state judiciaries, big law firms, and state governments. Less than 10% of respondents expressed a desire to change to prosecution, public defense, solo practice, or small or medium law firms.

Respondents’ reasons for wishing to change practice settings varied with their desired settings. Figure 21 shows, for each desired practice setting and reason for changing settings, the percentage of respondents desiring that practice setting who cited the reason among their three most significant.

**Figure 21.**
Motivations for Changing to Specific Practice Settings

*This figure shows, for each practice setting and reason for changing settings, the percentage of respondents desiring that practice setting who cited the reason among their three most significant.*

SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason for Changing</th>
<th>Big Law and Corporate Counsel</th>
<th>Government and Judiciary</th>
<th>Nonprofit/ Public Interest Organizations</th>
<th>Academia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To address the needs of underserved communities</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prestige</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial security/ compensation package</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>33%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To advance issues or values that are important to me</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>53%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dedication to public service</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Education-related debt substantially affected 2022 Survey respondents’ early career choices.

Among 2022 Survey respondents, 44% reported that education-related debt substantially affected their career choices immediately after law school. In addition, 28% reported that debt affected their career choices five years after law school, and 13% reported that debt affected their career choices 10 years after law school.

“COVID-19 and all the social unrest made me really think deeply for the first time in my life why I was on this path. ‘What is the point of my life? What am I trying to do?’ I felt like I was just clocking in and clocking out. But none of it was because that’s what I wanted. I realized I made myself believe I wanted these things because that’s what society made me believe I should want or what my parents made me believe I should want. Seeing so many people die from COVID-19, and seeing several of my friends losing their parents to COVID-19, just made me really think, ‘What am I doing?’”

“Working from home has changed how I view being a lawyer. I used to go to work and then come home and try to put work aside. But there’s no physical separation anymore, so I have to shift my mental focus and say, ‘How do I integrate all of myself and everything that I do outside of work into my identity as a lawyer?’ Part of it is coming to NAPABA, participating in the community more as a lawyer, and doing more pro bono work. Working from home makes that easier.”
MAJOR FINDINGS

Obstacles

The obstacles to career advancement that 2022 Survey respondents identified most frequently remain the same as five years ago: a lack of formal leadership training programs, inadequate access to mentors and contacts, and a lack of recognition for their work.\(^{131}\)

The most frequently identified obstacles are fairly consistent across practice settings, with the exception of geographic constraints: Whereas 9% of law firm attorneys identified geographic constraints as a barrier to career advancement, 26% of government attorneys did.

Figure 22.
Perceived Barriers to Career Advancement

*We presented 2022 Survey respondents with a list of barriers to career advancement and asked them to select all of the ones they had encountered. This figure shows, for each barrier, the percentage of respondents who selected it.*

SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey

\(^{131}\) Id. at 30 fig.18.
In our 2022 Survey, 84% of women reported experiencing at least one barrier to career advancement, compared to 78% of men. More generally, the number of barriers reported was fairly evenly distributed between men and women. We find these numbers somewhat surprising in light of other indicators of gender disparities in career advancement, including the data on law firm attrition discussed earlier. Two of the four respondents who identified as another gender identity reported experiencing at least one barrier.

There was one significant difference in the kinds of barriers men and women tended to face: 35% of women identified family demands as a barrier, compared to 23% of men. The data showed other differences as well, but none to a statistically significant degree. For example, 35% of women identified limited opportunities to develop better skills as a barrier, compared to 28% of men. On the other hand, 40% of men identified inadequate access to mentors and contacts, compared to 36% of women.

When asked what behaviors they exhibited in the workplace in considering their racial identity and possible discrimination, 2022 Survey respondents most commonly reported that they sought association with other Asian Americans for support.

Among 2022 Survey respondents, 78% reported doing so at least sometimes. Figure 23 provides more detail: 89% of respondents reported “never” or “rarely” avoiding association with other Asian Americans, 45% reported at least sometimes downplaying traits that may bring attention to their Asian identity, and 61% reported at least sometimes compensating for or trying to emphasize certain traits that others may perceive them to lack because of their Asian identity. Moreover, 61% reported at least sometimes seeking association with other, non-Asian American identity groups for support. This last behavior showed the greatest gender disparity: 66% of women, compared to 54% of men, reported doing so at least sometimes. All of the four respondents who identified as another gender identity also reported doing this at least sometimes.

132 See supra notes 64-73 and accompanying text; see, e.g., Liebenberg & Scharf, supra note 69, at 7-8.
133 One of the four respondents who identified as another gender identity named family demands as a barrier, while another identified inadequate access to mentors and contacts. Both identified limited opportunities to develop better skills.
134 This was also the most commonly reported behavior among 2016 Survey respondents. Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 30.
Figure 23.
Workplace Behaviors

We asked 2022 Survey respondents, in considering their racial identity and possible discrimination, how often, if at all, they have found themselves behaving in certain ways in the workplace. This figure shows the percentage of men and women who reported engaging in each behavior “sometimes,” “often,” or “very often.”

SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey

The traits 2022 Survey respondents perceived the legal profession to associate with Asian American lawyers remain virtually unchanged from five years ago.

Over half of 2022 Survey respondents said that being “hard-working,” “responsible,” “logical,” “careful,” “quiet,” “passive,” and “introverted” were traits that the legal profession “often” or “very often” associates with Asian Americans. These results largely mirror those from the 2016 Survey.\(^\text{135}\)
Figure 24.
Traits Associated with Asian American Lawyers

We asked 2022 Survey respondents which of these traits they have found the legal profession to associate with Asian American lawyers. This figure shows the number of respondents who answered that a certain trait was “often” or “very often” associated with Asian American lawyers.

SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Percent Reporting</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hard-working</td>
<td>89.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsible</td>
<td>87.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical</td>
<td>76.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Careful</td>
<td>75.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiet</td>
<td>66.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>59.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introverted</td>
<td>59.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awkward</td>
<td>31.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empathetic</td>
<td>23.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assertive</td>
<td>6.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extroverted</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggressive</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loud</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorganized</td>
<td>1.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2022 Survey respondents reported perceiving overt and implicit discrimination in the workplace because of their race more often than 2016 Survey respondents did.

Among 2022 Survey respondents, 41% perceived overt discrimination because of their race at least sometimes, compared to 30% of 2016 Survey respondents.\textsuperscript{136} And 64% of 2022 Survey respondents perceived implicit discrimination because of their race at least sometimes, compared to 58% of 2016 Survey respondents.\textsuperscript{137} In written comments, respondents reported instances of perceived discrimination by their supervisors, colleagues, and clients.

The factors driving these changes are unclear. It could reflect changes in colleagues’ workplace behavior. It could also reflect changes in respondents’ own awareness of discrimination. And it could be that those who perceived discrimination were more likely to respond to the 2022 Survey than the 2016 Survey.

There were no substantial differences in rates of perceived racial discrimination by ethnicity, gender, or immigrant generation.

Just over half (52%) of 2022 Survey respondents said they believed or were certain that they have encountered discrimination as a barrier to career advancement.

Only 7% said that they definitely have not.

\begin{quote}
“As a judge, as a woman of color on the bench, I get sassed a lot more than my male colleagues do. . . . [Once,] I was saying, ‘Well, counsel, I have this question.’ [A lawyer in the courtroom] said, ‘No, you wait until I’m finished.’ It was like, ‘No. No, I’m sorry. Last time I checked, I was the judge. And so I get to decide who speaks when.’”
\end{quote}

\begin{quote}
“I have been escorted out of a judge’s chambers because I was not viewed as an attorney.”
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{136} \textit{Id.} at 32.
\textsuperscript{137} \textit{Id.}
“I was assigned to [a technology-intensive practice group], which was not what I wanted. When I asked the managing partner, he assumed it was because I had the right background for the practice group. I have an English degree.”

“I was passed over for a promotion that I felt I deserved and worked for. The reason I was given for not being promoted was that the position entailed a lot of interacting with the public and that I ‘didn’t have the right face’ for the position.”

“In an interview for a summer associate position, the interviewer said, ‘We are a very aggressive firm, and we do a lot of litigation. You are obviously an Asian person, and that’s not something that you all do. How would you deal with that?’ And I remember how incapable I was of thinking of anything to say because I was so offended—and I also wanted the job. I didn’t hate the comment enough to walk out.”
MAJOR FINDINGS

Mental Health

The 2022 Survey expanded on the 2016 Survey’s inquiry into respondents’ mental health. It included new questions about respondents’ experiences seeking professional help or treatment for their mental health. And, against the backdrop of efforts to understand the effectiveness of cultural competence in mental health care,138 the 2022 Survey asked respondents about the importance to them of culturally competent care and their satisfaction with their providers’ cultural competence.

Mental health challenges appear to be prevalent among Asian American lawyers from law school onward.

Among 2022 Survey respondents, 79% reported experiencing at least one of the following mental health conditions in law school: anxiety, insomnia, depression, panic attacks, alcoholism, eating disorder, and non-alcoholic drug abuse. Anxiety was the most reported condition, with 74% of respondents indicating that they had experienced it in law school. Eating, drinking, and substance use disorders were the conditions reported least frequently (around 10% each).

Each mental health condition we asked about was more prevalent after law school. Rates of depression and insomnia changed the most, each increasing by at least 10 percentage points.

More 2022 Survey respondents reported mental health challenges than 2016 Survey respondents did.

The difference was consistent across mental health conditions and severity levels. Among 2022 Survey respondents, 84% reported mild, moderate, or severe experiences of at least one of the listed mental health conditions in their legal careers, compared to 78% of 2016 Survey respondents. For moderate or severe experiences only, those numbers were 53% and 44%, respectively; for severe experiences only, they were 18% and 11%. These differences were

mostly uniform across mental health conditions except for non-alcoholic drug abuse, which was no more prevalent among 2022 Survey respondents than it was among 2016 Survey respondents.

Figure 25.
Mental Health Challenges

This figure shows the percentage of 2022 Survey respondents who reported experiencing each mental health challenge at mild, moderate, or severe levels during and after law school.

SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey
More 2022 Survey respondents reported seeking professional treatment or help for their mental health than 2016 Survey respondents did.

Among 2022 Survey respondents who reported experiencing at least one of the listed mental health conditions in their legal careers, 44% reported seeking professional treatment or help for their mental health; that figure for 2016 Survey respondents was 34%. Further, 44% of 2022 Survey respondents who sought professional treatment or help reported experiencing skepticism about mental health service providers’ competency to address cultural needs in or as a result of doing so. The most common reason survey respondents gave for ever not seeking treatment was logistical barriers to access.

Figure 26.
Experiences While or as a Result of Seeking Mental Health Treatment
We asked 2022 Survey respondents whether they have sought professional help or treatment for any of the challenges listed in Figure 25. For those who have, we then asked whether they have experienced any of these things in or as a result of seeking treatment. This figure shows, among respondents who have sought treatment, the percentage who have had each experience.

SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey

139 For a related but not directly comparable analysis of the 2016 Survey data, see Portrait Project 2017, supra note 1, at 37.
**Figure 27.**
Reasons for Not Seeking Mental Health Treatment

*We asked 2022 Survey respondents whether any of the listed items were reasons they decided at any point not to seek mental health treatment. This figure shows the percentage of respondents who selected each reason.*

**SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey**

We asked survey respondents how important it was that their mental health service providers understood their cultural background and needs, as well as how competently their mental health service providers did so. Among those who responded to the first question, 55% said it was “important” or “very important” to them. Among those who responded to the second question, 39% said their providers were “competent” or “very competent.”
Respondents’ mental health experiences correlated with debt level, age, and gender.

Debt burden correlated with nearly every mental health disorder. For each disorder we asked about, those who reported that education-related debt still substantially affected their career choices 10 years after law school were up to 20 percentage points more likely to report having experienced it in their legal careers than those who reported that education-related debt had never substantially affected their career choices. The disparity in mental health between those who are affected by debt and those who are not widens over time. Figure 28 shows the disparity for each disorder 10 years after law school as an example. We caution, however, that we cannot draw causal conclusions from these trends.

**Figure 28.**
Mental Health Challenges by Debt Burden

This figure shows, among 2022 Survey respondents who have been out of law school for at least 10 years, the percentage who reported experiencing each mental health challenge at mild, moderate, or severe levels after law school, disaggregated by whether education-related debt substantially affected their career choices 10 years after law school.

SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey
Age also correlated with mental health. Respondents currently younger than 40 were generally more likely than respondents currently older than 50 to report experiencing mental health disorders. In law school, for example, they were up to 16 percentage points more likely to experience at least mild depression. They were also 11 percentage points more likely to seek treatment and, as Figure 29 shows, up to 17 percentage points more likely to report certain negative experiences, particularly logistical and financial barriers to access, as a result of doing so.

Figure 29.
Mental Health Challenges by Age

This figure shows the percentage of 2022 Survey respondents who reported experiencing each mental health challenge at mild, moderate, or severe levels after law school, disaggregated by age range.

SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey
Figure 30.
Experiences While or as a Result of Seeking Mental Health Treatment by Age
This figure shows, among respondents who have sought mental health treatment, the percentage who have had each experience, disaggregated by age range.

SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey

As Figure 31 shows, women were more likely than men to report at least mild depression and insomnia both during and after law school; 59% of women reported at least mild depression after law school, compared to 48% of men. And 49% of women reported at least mild insomnia during law school, compared to 38% of men. A 2020 survey of lawyers of all races by the California Lawyers Association and the D.C. Bar found that women were more likely to report stress, anxiety, depression, and hazardous drinking.140,141


141 Among the four people who identified as another gender identity, the number who reported anxiety during and after law school were four and three, respectively; depression four and three; insomnia four and four; panic attacks four and two; eating disorders two and two; non-alcoholic drug abuse one and one; and alcoholism one and zero.
Figure 31.
Mental Health Challenges by Gender

This figure shows the percentage of 2022 Survey respondents who reported experiencing each mental health challenge at mild, moderate, or severe levels after law school, disaggregated by gender.

SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey

Respondents’ mental health experiences did not correlate with practice setting or social background.

We found no meaningful differences in the prevalence of any condition across practice settings. Nor did we detect meaningful differences based on the educational resources respondents had when applying for college and law school.

---

142 This contrasts with research suggesting that law firm attorneys are especially vulnerable to mental health and substance use disorders. See, e.g., Jonathan Koltai et al., The Status-Health Paradox: Organizational Context, Stress Exposure, and Well-Being in the Legal Profession, 59 J. of Health & Soc. Behav. 20, 27-29 (2018) (finding “higher levels of depressive symptoms” among law firm attorneys compared to attorneys working in the public sector); Patrick Krill et al., The Prevalence of Substance Use and Other Mental Health Concerns Among American Attorneys, 10 J. of Addiction Med. 46, 49-51 (2016) (finding that attorneys working in law firms “experience some of the highest levels of problematic alcohol use compared with other work environments”).
“I have recently seen colleagues burned out from working from home and from everything going on in the pandemic. At least three people that I’m close to have been taking breaks for three months or six months for personal or mental health reasons. The firm has been supportive of that as far as I can see. I think that’s good, but I don’t know what else they could do.”

“Therapy was extremely painful for me. All of a sudden, you realize you have all these blind spots. For me, for example, I had no boundaries between work and personal life. Therapy was tough work, and I hated it. But then I had a period of reflection where I realized I’ve really begun to change my behavior based on these revelations. It’s the best thing I’ve ever done for myself.”

“Growing up in an Asian household, there’s this idea of pride and not sharing too much about your family. I went to a therapist as an adult, but I never told my parents. I think they would be so offended or confused and say things like, ‘Why would you need to pay money to talk to a stranger? We didn’t do anything wrong. You don’t have any issues.’”

“I wish the Asian community were more open to therapy. I tried to find an Asian therapist, and I couldn’t. It’s so hard to find somebody who has that shared experience and would have direct guidance for you. I wish that it were more open and more accepted, and I’m hopeful that it will be.”
MAJOR FINDINGS

Politics, Current Events, and Community Engagement

Our 2022 Survey featured new questions that asked respondents to reflect on COVID-19, racism and violence against Asian Americans, and racial justice mobilizations. We were interested in learning how Asian American attorneys have responded to these events in their personal and professional lives.

We asked respondents to identify whether they engaged in certain activities “much less than,” “somewhat less than,” “the same amount as,” “some more than,” or “much more than” before. We note two caveats when interpreting their responses. First, we asked only about actual engagement, not desire to engage. For example, because of COVID-19, certain individuals may have chosen to stay at home. These individuals may therefore have reported less participation in certain activities for personal health reasons, whatever their level of desire to participate. Second, we asked about changes in level of engagement. Individuals who already engaged substantially in an activity before the time frame we asked about could have remained relatively active. Those people would report no change in their level of engagement.

A significant proportion of 2022 Survey respondents (85%) reported engaging in more conversations about racial justice since March 2020, in response to the changing social climate in the country. In addition, 42% have increased their formal organizing of such discussions in their workplace.
Figure 32.
Change in Professional Activities from March 2020

SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey

“I experienced anti-Asian violence well before 2020, as did my mom, who worked in a sweatshop. I think that for South Asians, and East Asians that occupy the lower rungs of America’s socioeconomic hierarchy, the violence has always been there. What’s changed, in addition to the number of incidents, is that middle-class and professional Asian Americans feel threatened now. . . . I think a lot of Asian Americans have recently started developing their political voices and identities, and there have been and will be a lot of growing pains.”

“Throughout my life, I have been subjected to a lot of teasing, ridicule, and outright discrimination because of my race. . . . The same animus that prompted that teasing, ridicule, and discrimination are now manifesting itself as violence, and I feel that my children will be paying that price.”

“Recent events have validated the work that I do as a public defender and reinforced my commitment to underserved communities.”
Since March 2020, participation in groups and events centered on the Asian American community has also increased. First-generation immigrants in particular have reported a sizable increase in engagement in public protests and other forms of advocacy by or for Asian Americans.

Among survey respondents, 44% have become more involved in Asian American bar associations or other attorney organizations, and 47% have become more involved with Asian American community organizations. A higher proportion of first-generation immigrants, whom we define as individuals who immigrated to the United States after high school, reported that they increased their participation in public protests and other forms of advocacy by or for Asian Americans (43%) compared to all other generations of immigrants (26%).

Figure 33. Change in AAPI Activities from March 2020

Since March 2020, the number of respondents who have increased engagement in public protests or other forms of advocacy by or for Black Americans mirrors the number who have increased such activity by or for Asian Americans.

Among 2022 Survey respondents, 26% have engaged in more public protests or advocacy in support of the Black community. This number is almost the same as the proportion of respondents—27%—who have engaged in more public protests or advocacy on Asian American issues.
“Following the killings of Ahmaud Arbery in Georgia, George Floyd in Minnesota, and Breonna Taylor in Kentucky, I participated actively in a protest organized by AAPIs for Black Lives Matter. Following the massacre of six AAPI women in Georgia, I participated actively in organizing multiple events with GAPABA [Georgia Asian Pacific American Bar Association] and local AAPI community activists, joining and then coordinating protests, webinars, vigils, and commemorative events.”

“I have especially taken any opportunity to highlight the fact that Asian Americans have historically been used as a wedge against Black Americans and other communities of color to perpetuate the myth of meritocracy, signal[ing] to those groups to just ‘keep their heads down and work hard.’”

“I’ve been supporting the advocacy of groups serving Black and African immigrants and uplifting their stories and drawing attention to the fact that immigration is also a Black issue.”
Compared to 2016 Survey respondents, a greater proportion of 2022 Survey respondents reported having canvassed for a political candidate (21% versus 17%), donated to political campaigns or political parties (51% versus 43%), or voted in state elections (92% versus 86%).

While the percentage of respondents voting in federal elections has remained stable, a slightly greater proportion of respondents now report being “often” or “very” active in casting ballots in federal elections (88% versus 82%). These data indicate that Asian American attorneys have historically participated at high rates in federal elections.143

**Figure 35.**
**Political Activity**

**SOURCE:** 2022 Portrait Project Survey

Across all gender identities, 2022 Survey respondents reported that they have considered running for political office, whether local, state, or federal, more than 2016 Survey respondents.

Among our 2022 Survey respondents, 24% reported considering running for political office, while 12% reported maybe considering running. In light of the fact that only 13% of respondents reported “gaining a pathway to government or politics” as one of their top three reasons for entering law school,144 the data here suggest that individuals may have shifted their

143 National 2020 General Election Early & Absentee Vote Report, Target Smart (Oct. 4, 2021, 2:56 PM), https://targetearly.targetsmart.com/g2020/?demo_filters=%5B%7B%22key%22%3A%22%7B%22%22%7D%5D&view_type=National.

144 See supra p. 28.
goals over time. More men than women have thought about running. A greater percentage of both men and women responding to the 2022 Survey reported contemplating running relative to 2016 Survey respondents. In addition, one of the four respondents identifying as another gender identity has thought about running for office.

Figure 36.
Thoughts About Running for Office
SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey

Our 2022 Survey respondents showed a generational divide in satisfaction with the support their employers offer Asian American attorneys in light of recent events. More attorneys aged 40 and older are satisfied than dissatisfied, while more younger attorneys are dissatisfied than satisfied.

More attorneys under 40 reported being dissatisfied (38%) than satisfied (27%). Among attorneys over 40, the ratio is flipped: 24% are dissatisfied, and 43% are satisfied. Further, 7% of men are “very dissatisfied,” compared to 12% of women and one of the four respondents identifying as another gender identity.

Figure 37.
Satisfaction with Workplace Support
SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey
Over three-quarters of 2022 Survey respondents reported feeling less physically safe in the past two years than they did before. In particular, 84% of women and all four individuals identifying as another gender identity feel less safe.

Figure 38.
Perceptions of Physical Safety
SOURCE: 2022 Portrait Project Survey

“As someone who . . . grew up in a poor, working-class family in Brooklyn, I am not at all surprised that many of the assailants are young men of color. I myself have been harassed on the subway. I think that when we, as Asian American lawyers and now fairly well-to-do, talk about these issues, we are not always talking about the class dynamics. The poor, the elderly grandparents who are being knocked over are usually living in very poor communities. They are monolingual. They are English deficient. They grow up with stereotypes about men of color. I know that’s how my mother reacted when I first introduced my now-husband, who’s Latino, to her. I think that these issues are really complicated. And when we talk about coalition-building and authenticity, we have to talk about those issues on that level.”
We also asked 2022 Survey respondents about their self-identification as Asian American in comparison to their self-identification with their specific ethnic or national identity. A greater percentage of East Asian respondents (45%) than non-East Asian respondents (30%) reported that they “strongly agree” that their pan-Asian American identity is important.

Non-East Asian respondents reported participating in more associations, community organizations, or work affinity groups that are specific to their ethnic identity (1.1 on average) than East Asian respondents did (0.7 on average).145

“One of the other ways I’ve tackled my identity is I’ve actually formed an organization with a few others for American Muslims in the legal industry. As part of that, we highlight and showcase the success of people, but also some of the challenges that they’ve faced along the way.”

“I joined professional organizations for community purposes, but have often found too much focus in AAPI organizations on law firms and in-house positions. There are far fewer conversations and opportunities for folks interested in public interest, academia, or other types of legal work. It is one aspect that has turned me away from renewing memberships in some bar associations.”

“I am a Korean adoptee, so I don’t 100% feel like part of the Asian community. . . . So while I have sought out professional organizations that focus on Asians to be part of a community, being an adoptee is like being a minority within a minority. The community organization I volunteer with and am a board member of is specifically focused on Korean adoptees and their families.”

145 We count Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Taiwanese-identifying attorneys as East Asian attorneys and other respondents as non-East Asian attorneys. In light of the diversity of our respondents, we chose terminology that tracks as accurately as possible the two groups we separate out in this section. For a more complete demographic breakdown of respondents, see supra pp. 9-10.
Discussion

We report the findings of this study against the backdrop of five tumultuous years since the original publication of *A Portrait of Asian Americans in the Law*. A global pandemic has amplified harmful stereotypes of Asian Americans as disease vectors and perpetual foreigners, fueling a rise in anti-Asian hate incidents, harassment, and violence. The murder of George Floyd brought new urgency to advocacy for the Black community and a wide range of racial justice initiatives. And anti-immigrant rhetoric and policies have conjured the troubling history of racist and xenophobic attacks directed at many Asian American groups.

Throughout these events, Asian American lawyers have fought discrimination and helped safeguard the rule of law. A global law firm teamed up with the Asian American Bar Association of New York to produce a groundbreaking report on anti-Asian hate and violence, calling for improved reporting mechanisms and increased representation of Asian Americans in law enforcement and the courts.146 After a mass shooting in Atlanta in which six of eight victims were Asian women, the Georgia Asian Pacific American Bar Association created an AAPI Crime Victims and Education Fund to combat hate crimes and provide support for victims.147 Several Fortune 1000 general counsel and partners at major law firms created the Alliance for Asian American Justice to provide pro bono legal services to victims of anti-Asian hate.148 And two federal judges—one Asian American and one Native Hawaiian—were among the first to enjoin an Executive Order that imposed a “travel ban” on individuals originating from certain countries, many with large Muslim populations.149

The findings in this report reflect a heightened awareness among Asian American lawyers of their role in combating discrimination, promoting public safety, and educating the citizenry. Our 2022 Survey respondents reported experiencing discrimination, overt and implicit, more

---

often than 2016 Survey respondents, and a substantial majority of 2022 Survey respondents, both men and women, said they have felt less safe in the past two years than before. More Asian American attorneys this year than in 2016 identified a desire to change or improve society as a primary motivation for attending law school, and far more attorneys this year than in 2016 identified a desire to advance issues or values important to them as a significant motivation for changing their practice setting.

In addition, an overwhelming majority of 2022 Survey respondents said they have engaged in more conversations about racial justice compared to five years ago, and 40% to 50% have organized such discussions in their workplaces or increased their involvement in Asian American organizations. This year’s respondents reported higher levels of political activity (donating, canvassing, and voting) than 2016 Survey respondents. And over a quarter of 2022 Survey respondents have increased their engagement in protests or other advocacy on behalf of the Asian American community—roughly the same number who have increased their engagement in protests or other advocacy in support of the Black community. Altogether, these findings suggest that events over the last five years have invigorated Asian American attorneys’ commitment to racial justice, their sense of racial or ethnic identity, and their determination to protect our communities.

This uptick in social and political engagement has occurred at the same time as Asian American enrollment in law school has rebounded in the past four years from a 20 year low and as Asian Americans have made progress in joining the federal judiciary and corporate C-suites. Asian Americans now comprise 6% of active federal judges, almost double the percentage in 2016; this figure includes 15 judges on the federal courts of appeals, comprising 8.4% of federal circuit judges. In addition, there were 45 Asian Americans serving as general counsel of Fortune 1000 companies in 2020, up from 19 in 2009. The presence of Asian Americans in these visible roles contributes to the quality of decision-making on important issues and inspires others to achieve similar success.

At the same time, Asian Americans remain underrepresented in the top ranks of major law firms. In one 2020 survey, Asian Americans comprised 8.6% of all attorneys but only 4.3% of equity partners. Asian Americans at law firms continue to exhibit the highest attrition rate among all groups, and the reasons for this are the subject of ongoing Portrait Project research. Further, the numbers of Asian Americans remain low among law clerks, law professors, and state court judges. And their numbers are disturbingly low among top prosecutors: As of October 2022, only one of the 93 Senate-confirmed U.S. Attorneys is Asian American, and in 2019, there were only eight Asian Americans among the nearly 2,400 elected prosecutors
in cities, counties, and states throughout the country. These figures are especially concerning given the rise in reported incidents of anti-Asian harassment and violence in recent years.\textsuperscript{150}

The top obstacles to career advancement identified in our 2022 Survey are the same as those identified in our 2016 Survey: lack of formal leadership training programs, inadequate access to mentors and contacts, and lack of recognition for one’s work. In addition, our 2022 Survey respondents reported being perceived in the workplace in stereotyped ways—hard-working, responsible, and logical, but not empathetic, creative, or assertive—that portray them as lacking in interpersonal skills and leadership potential. These findings mirror those in our original study, where we reported that “Asian Americans appear to face significant obstacles” in selection processes that “involve not only objective measures of ability, but also access to mentorship and subjective criteria such as likability, gravitas, leadership potential, and other opaque or amorphous factors that may inform whom judges, faculty members, or law firm partners regard as their protégés.”\textsuperscript{151} We conclude that Asian Americans would benefit greatly from more institutional supports that counteract stereotypes and facilitate relationship-building, development of soft skills, and leadership opportunities.

Finally, 84% of 2022 Survey respondents said they have experienced mental health challenges in their careers, compared to 78% of 2016 Survey respondents. Such challenges are experienced at higher rates among women, younger attorneys, and those with educational debt. Among those who reported experiencing mental health challenges, a higher percentage of 2022 Survey respondents (44%) compared to 2016 Survey respondents (34%) sought professional treatment. Still, less than half of respondents facing mental health challenges sought treatment, and among those who did, 44% expressed skepticism about the competency of providers to address cultural needs. These findings, in the midst of a pandemic that has negatively impacted mental health throughout the population, underscore the continuing need to improve the efficacy and accessibility of wellness resources throughout the legal profession.


\textsuperscript{151} Portrait Project 2017, \textit{supra} note 1, at 39.
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